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Abstract A number of scholars have recently defended the claim that there is a

close connection between the evolutionary biological notion of fitness and the

economic notion of utility: both are said to refer to an organism’s success in dealing

with its environment, and both are said to play the same theoretical roles in their

respective sciences. However, an analysis of two seemingly disparate but in fact

structurally related phenomena—‘niche construction’ (the case where organisms

change their environment to make it fit to their needs) and ‘adaptive preferences’

(the case where agents change their wants to make them fit to what the world has

given them)—shows that one needs to be very careful about the postulation of this

sort of fitness–utility connection. Specifically, I here use the analysis of these two

phenomena to establish when connecting fitness and utility is and is not possible.

Keywords Evolutionary theory � Evolutionary economics � Natural

selection � Rational choice

Introduction

A number of scholars have recently suggested that there is a close connection

between the evolutionary biological notion of fitness and the economic notion of

utility (Sterelny 2012a; Okasha 2007, 2011; Orr 2007; Rosenberg 2000, 134–135;

Cooper 1987, 1989; Becker 1976): roughly, the thought here is that both

evolutionary and economic success are premised on the maximization of what is

fundamentally the same quantity—a quantity that happens to be labeled ‘fitness’ in

evolutionary biology and ‘utility’ in economics. If correct, this supposition would be

important, as it would suggest that insights from one domain can be carried over
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into the other, thus opening up new avenues for progress in the two subjects.

However, as I try to make clear in this paper, the transition between utility and

fitness is in fact not at all straightforward, and will only be compelling in a special

set of cases.

To show this, I analyze the relationship between two phenomena: one

evolutionary biological and one economic. On the one hand, there is the fact that

organisms sometimes change their environments in order to make these environ-

ments better suited to what they happen to be, rather than change themselves to

make themselves fit better to what their environments happen to be—a phenomenon

that has become known as ‘niche construction’ (Lewontin 1982; Odling-Smee et al.

2003; Laland and Sterelny 2006). On the other hand, there is the fact that agents

sometimes change their preferences about what they want to achieve so that they

come to match what the world happens to be, rather than doing something to the

world so that it comes to match what their preferences happen to be—a phenomenon

that has become known as involving ‘adaptive preferences’ (Elster 1983; Bovens

1992; Sen 1995; Nussbaum 2000; Zimmerman 2003; Bruckner 2009; Hill 2009).1

The reason for analyzing these two phenomena is that they turn out to be useful

stepping stones in the formulation of a general criterion of when the transition

between fitness and utility is defensible. (Moreover, in the course of this discussion,

we can shed some new first-order light on the concepts of niche construction and

adaptive preferences.)

The paper is structured as follows. In the first section, I discuss some of the

linkages between fitness and utility that have recently been explored. In the

following section, I analyze the logic of niche construction. In the section after

that, I do the same for adaptive preferences. In the light of this discussion, I then

return to the (supposed) parallels between fitness and utility. I conclude in the final

section.

Fitness and utility

For some time now, there has been growing interest in building bridges between

evolutionary biology and economics (Hodgson and Knudsen 2010; Vromen 2009;

Hammerstein and Hagen 2005). For example, some authors have used models from

gene-culture coevolutionary theory to analyze certain economic phenomena (Boyd

and Richerson 1985, 2005; Nelson and Winter 1982; Hodgson and Knudsen 2010;

Seabright 2010). Others have applied evolutionary game theory to human strategic

decision making (Binmore 1998; Skyrms 1996; Samuelson and Binmore 2006;

Alexander 2007). Yet others have applied economic theories of individual and

social choice to non-human animals to predict and explain their decisions (Houston

1 Note that the term ‘adaptive preferences’ is sometimes reserved for ‘bad’ (theoretically unacceptable)

kinds of adaptive preference changes, and the term ‘character planning’ for ‘good’ (theoretically

acceptable) ones (Elster 1983; Bovens 1992; Bruckner 2009). I return to this distinction below; for now it

is just important to note that I shall be using the term ‘adaptive preferences’ in a wider sense that

comprises both good and bad versions.
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and McNamara 1999; List 2004; Conradt and List 2009; Okasha 2010; Noe and

Voelkl 2013).

Importantly, moreover, a number of authors have also attempted to connect

evolutionary biology and economics using a posited analogy between the concepts

of fitness and utility (Cooper 1987; Stearns 2000; Gintis 2009; Alexander 2009;

Okasha 2011; see also Hagen et al. 2012). On this approach, the idea is that these

two core notions of evolutionary theory and economics match up so closely that

insights in one of the two subjects can be transferred to the other—thereby opening

up new avenues of progress there. It is this last way of attempting a synthesis

between the two subjects that is at center stage here: while there is also much that

can and should be said about other ways of connecting evolutionary biology and

economics (Rosenberg 2000; Alexander 2007, 2009; Gruene-Yanoff 2011; Schulz

2013), the posited analogy between fitness and utility is sufficiently interesting—

and sufficiently complex—to deserve a treatment of its own (see also Sterelny

2012a; Okasha 2011; Alexander 2007, 2009; Gruene-Yanoff 2011).2

To understand the fitness–utility connection better, it is best to start by dividing it

into two claims:

(a) In many cases of interest, fitness and utility are ordinally equivalent.

(b) Fitness and utility function in the same way in evolutionary theory and

economics.

Claim (a) says that, in many cases, assignments of fitness and utility values to a

set of traits can reasonably be based on the same sorts of facts (e.g. the caloric

values of different foodstuffs that can be obtained by different behavioral

strategies), and will thus rank the traits in the same way. The general idea behind

this claim is that, given the assumption that an organism’s preferences—represented

by its utilities—play at least some role in determining what it does, then an

organism that prefers what is biologically good for it is more likely to do those

things that are fitness-enhancing. In turn, if what evolves is what is fitness enhancing

and if these kinds of preferences are sufficiently heritable (both of which at least

sometimes seems reasonable), they can be expected to sweep to fixation in the

population. As Cooper (1987, 397) puts it: ‘Darwinian fitness and decision-theoretic

utility are [here] seen as intimately related and almost the same thing. Specifically,

expected utilities are conceived to play the role of hypothetical organismic fitness

estimates, or internal constructs that tend to track fitness.’ For this reason, the same

sort of facts can, at least sometimes, be used to ground ordinally equivalent fitness

and utility assignments.

Claim (b) says that the use that evolutionary theory makes of assignments of

fitness values is parallel to the use that economic theory makes of assignments of

utility values. As Okasha (2011, 84) puts it: ‘My strategy will be to exploit an

analogy between utility in rational choice and fitness in Darwinian evolution. (The

former is the quantity that the rational agents try to maximize; the latter, that natural

2 Note that the different ways of connecting evolutionary biology and economics are not completely

separate, in that the same authors often pursue multiple such projects at the same time (see e.g. Trimmer

et al. 2011; Alexander and Jason 2009). This, though, does not imply that there is no use in discussing the

fitness–utility connection on its own—it is still based on a distinctive set of argumentative considerations.
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selection tries to maximize.)’ The idea behind this claim is that the same sort of

constrained maximization analysis that is at the heart of much evolutionary biology

also seems to be at heart of much economics (Grafen 1999; Hammerstein and Hagen

2005; Nelson and Winter 1982). So, on the one hand, at any given time, natural

selection operates by selecting that trait Fi—out of the set of currently available

traits F—that has the highest net fitness.3 In other words, it solves the equation

ðNSÞ MaxfwðFiÞjFi 2 Fg

where w(Fi) is the net fitness of having trait Fi.
4 On the other hand, economic

agency operates by choosing that action Ai—out of the set of currently available

actions A—that has the highest net utility. In other words, it solves the equation

ðEAÞ MaxfuðAiÞjAi 2 Ag

where u(Ai) is the net utility of doing action Ai.
5 In this way, the two sciences can

seemingly be seen to deal with essentially identical processes.

To make clearer the kind of inferences allowed by the conjunction of claims

(a) and (b), consider the following two examples.6 Firstly, note that there is much

debate in economics over how to understand the attitudes towards risk displayed by

people (see e.g. Gigerenzer and Selten 2001; Rabin and Thaler 2002; Orr 2007; see

also Mithen 1990): should people be seen to be generally risk neutral, or should they

be seen to be generally risk-averse (say)? Further, note that evolutionary biologists

have found that, in general, the variance of a reproductive or survival strategy is a

crucial factor determining its fitness (Gillespie 1977; Sober 2001). Given claims

(a) and (b) above, this last point could then be taken to imply that economic

agency—i.e. agency based on (EA)—should be seen to favor risk aversion (Orr

2007; Okasha 2007, 2011; Schulz 2008): given (a), low-variance (and therefore,

low-risk) strategies should also be seen to have high utility (i.e. the utility of an

expected value should be higher than the expected utility of the relevant outcome

space), and given (b), what has high utility is all that matters for capturing people’s

decisions (at least as far as economics is concerned).7

3 In what follows, I shall switch between talking about the fitness of traits and that of organisms. While,

in general, these two are not interchangeable (Sober 2000, chap. 3), for present purposes, conflating these

is not problematic: I focus on only one trait per organism, so that the two come out to be the same here.
4 Note that this is different from the claim that natural selection maximizes the average fitness in the

population. The latter claim is widely known to be true only in special cases (e.g. in the absence of

frequency dependent selection or altruistic traits). What (NS) claims is merely that, at any given time, the

fittest available trait is selected; which trait that is can change over time. Note also that (NS) should be

seen to concern net fitness: there might be two (even opposing) effects on fitness—e.g. one via the

individual level and one via the group level. Here, though, only the net effect matters (for more on this,

see Okasha 2006).
5 Note that, as formulated above, (EA) fits most easily to a framework of certainty. However, the

extension to the case of ‘risk’ is straightforward. See also below.
6 Note that these examples are just meant to provide a flavor of the issues; there is much more to be said

about them.
7 Note that this leaves room for debate about exactly how the risk aversion is to be taken into account in

economics—e.g. with non-linear utility functions or in some other way (see e.g. Kahneman and Tversky

1979). Note also that there is more to risk than variance—though variance is often taken to be a key

feature and measure of risk (Mas-Colell et al. 1995). I thank Don Ross for useful discussion of this point.
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Secondly, note that there is much debate in evolutionary biology over the extent

to which natural selection is the most important evolutionary determinant—both in

general and in particular cases (Orzack and Sober 1996; Godfrey-Smith 2001). For

example, assume we are studying the evolutionary history of the food consumption

decisions of red knots. Assume further it did turn out that these decisions now fit to

the pattern that would be observed if these birds were to balance the utility of

immediate food consumption with the utility of acquiring information about other

available food sources in the vein of (EA) (van Gils et al. 2003; Olsson and

Holmgren 1998; McNamara et al. 2012). Given (a) and (b) above, we could then

conclude that, at least in this respect, the food consumption decisions of these birds

are adaptations: given (a), these decisions have highest fitness, and given (b), this

can be (best) explained by appealing to the workings of natural selection (Orzack

and Sober 1996; Krebs and Davies 1997; Alcock 2009; Houston and McNamara

1999; Robson 2001; Trimmer et al. 2011).

How plausible, though, are claims (a) and (b)? Here, things are not straightfor-

ward. At first sight, it may appear that, of these two claims, it is claim (a) that

requires the most defense: the reasoning behind this claim seems based on a model

of cognitive evolution that leaves out much that might have an impact on which

psychological dispositions evolve. In particular, at least for cultural species like our

own, preferring what is popular or entertaining (though possibly maladaptive) can,

at least at times, also be expected to spread in the population (Boyd and Richerson

2005; Sterelny 2012b). For this reason, the correlation between what an organism

wants and what is biologically good for it should not always be thought to be high

(see also Guth and Kliemt 1998; Chudek et al. 2013, pp. 436–437; Sterelny 2012a).

By contrast, claim (b) might seem to be quite obviously true: as made clear earlier,

apart from the change in the name of the variables, the two sciences seem to use

fitness and utility functions in exactly the same way.

However, it turns out that things might actually be the reverse of this. While it is

indeed true that claim (a) deserves a closer look, in a suitably restricted way, this

claim is sufficiently plausible to help underwrite a fitness–utility connection in a

number of cases of interest (see also Chudek et al. 2013, pp. 436–437; Sterelny

2012a; Boyd and Richerson 2005). In particular, the reasoning underlying this claim

is sufficiently cogent to suggest that some correlation between fitness and utility

rankings will often exist (though it need not be equally strong in all domains). By

contrast, claim (b), despite its surface level plausibility, turns out to be highly

problematic.

One reason for this is already quite widely known: while both (NS) and (EA) are

optimizing processes, they are optimizing in a different way (Sober 1998).8

Specifically, evolution by natural selection is based on a ‘hill-climbing’ proce-

dure—the optimal trait is found by successive, small improvements to an existing

trait—whereas economic agency as laid out in (EA) is based on a globally

8 Another reason for doubting claim (b) has been suggested to lie in the fact that fitnesses are

interpersonally comparable, while utilities are not (see e.g. Alexander 2007, 2009; Okasha 2011; Gruene-

Yanoff 2011). As will be made clearer in what follows, I think this criticism indeed gets at important

issues, but stops short of fully illuminating the differences between fitness and utility. Bringing this out is

the aim of the rest of this paper.
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optimizing procedure—the optimal action is found by determining whichever action

has the highest (expected) utility. This matters, as it implies that evolution by

natural selection need not reach the globally fittest trait—local fitness maximization

is all it can directly accomplish.9

However, the worries with claim (b) in fact run deeper than this. For even if, in

the case in question, local and global optimization lead to the same outcome (e.g.

because the relevant functions are monotonically increasing—see also Sober (1998,

2008, chap. 3; Grafen 1999) understanding what maximizes fitness can be far from

useful for understanding what maximizes utility (and vice versa).10 In fact, the

reverse can be true: the quasi-identification of fitness and utility can obscure

important issues in the two subjects, and thus make progress in evolutionary theory

and economics harder, not easier. To bring this out, I want to suggest it is useful to

consider the relationship among two interesting phenomena in evolutionary theory

and economics: niche construction and adaptive preferences.

The reason why it is useful to compare these two phenomena is that, given

(a) and (b) above, they seem to be structurally similar non-standard applications of

(NS) and (EA) respectively.11 In particular, both niche construction and adaptive

preferences seem to be cases where the initially given fitness/utility values of the

options (traits or actions) are being changed: instead of an organism maximizing its

fitness/utility by adopting the option with the highest such value, the values of these

options are changed such that the option the organism happens to have adopted ends

up having the highest value. Importantly, though, while the two phenomena thus

seem to be structurally related, their evaluation is quite different in the two sciences:

in particular, most evolutionary biologists and philosophers see nothing in principle

problematic about cases of niche construction, whereas most economists and

philosophers find cases of adaptive preferences to be theoretically dubious. It is for

this reason that comparing these two cases is so interesting: they appear to be

structurally similar, but their evaluations are very different.

A final word concerning the argumentative strategy of this paper is in order.

There can be no doubt that this strategy—comparing two theoretical notions using

two non-standard phenomena across two different sciences—is somewhat circui-

tous. However, as I hope will become clearer at the end, in this case, the circuitous

route in fact pays off.

9 It will reach the global optimum with probability approaching 1 only as the population size reaches

infinity.
10 Note that, in what follows, I shall also not appeal to there being more to evolution than natural

selection, or there being more to economic agency than utility maximization (see e.g. Gigerenzer and

Selten 2001). The point here is that there are issues that create difficulties for attempts at connecting

fitness and utility that are inherent to the structure of these notions—independently of their importance in

evolutionary biology and economics.
11 Interestingly, though, these two phenomena differ in that niche construction involves changes to the

world (where the standard cases involve changes to the organism), whereas adaptive preferences involve

changes to the agent itself (where the standard cases involve changes to the world). This, though, is not so

relevant here.
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Niche construction and fitness maximization

For a long time, the typical dynamics of evolution by natural selection have been

conceived of as follows (Lewontin 1982, 1983; Brandon 1990, 6–9; Sterelny and

Griffiths 1999, 268–292; Sober 2000; Godfrey-Smith 2009): the environment is

structured in such a way as to pose some ‘adaptive problem’ to some population of

organisms; there is variation in the population with regards to responses to this

adaptive problem; finally, to the extent that these responses are heritable, the most

adaptive among them get selected—i.e. spread in the population.

However, recently, a number of researchers have called for an emendation and

revision of this picture: a greater emphasis should be placed on organisms changing

their environments (Lewontin 1982; Odling-Smee 1988; Brandon 1990, 68–69;

Godfrey-Smith 1996; Lewontin 2000; Sterelny 2003, 2012b; Odling-Smee et al.

2003; Laland and Sterelny 2006). In particular, instead of only seeing populations of

organisms as changing themselves in the face of an adaptive problem, they should

frequently also be seen as dissolving this problem by changing their environment in

suitable ways. For example, a population of prairie dogs might be faced with

frequent extreme fluctuations in temperature; to deal with this, instead of becoming

more resistant to temperature changes, they could engineer their environment to be

more stable in terms of temperature—for example, they could build and live in an

expansive system of underground tunnels (Odling-Smee et al. 2003, 288–289). This

idea has become known as ‘niche construction’: a population of organisms altering

its own selective environment (Odling-Smee 1988; Brandon 1990; Odling-Smee

et al. 2003; Laland and Sterelny 2006).12

In other words, defenders of the importance of niche construction suggest that, as

far as evolutionary theory is concerned, there are two routes towards achieving high

fitness (Odling-Smee et al. 2003, 375): either by making the organism’s needs

match what the world is like or by making the world match what the organism

needs. To make this clearer, reconsider the dynamics of evolution by natural

selection in light of the idea of niche construction (Odling-Smee et al. 2003, 48–50,

239, 370–371, 2005; Okasha 2005; Sterelny 2005; Laland et al. 2005).13

Assume that there is variation in a population of organisms in relation to some set

of traits F. Assume also that the organisms differ in terms of two meta-traits MC and

MR: they either leave the fitness values of the elements of F as they are (the

‘conservative’ strategy MC), or they engage in (possibly costly) activities that

change these fitness values themselves—e.g. by altering the structure of the

(physical or social) environment in certain ways (the ‘radical’ strategy MR). Given

this, when concentrating on natural selection, one should expect to evolve whatever

12 Note that Odling-Smee et al. (2003) are using the term ‘niche construction’ widely to include all kinds

of alterations of the environment—including migration into a new environment, metabolizing food, and

photosynthesis. As will become clearer below, though, in this context, I will be using the notion in the

narrower sense of changes to the environment that are adaptive. See also Okasha (2005), Sterelny (2005),

Griffiths (2005), and Laland et al. (2005).
13 What follows is an extremely simplified and abstract reconstruction of these dynamics. For more

detailed mathematical models of these sorts of cases, see Odling-Smee et al. (2003, chap. 3 and the

relevant appendices).
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feature is fittest—i.e. whichever feature brings organisms the greatest expected

reproductive success (Sober 1984, 2008; Brandon 1990; Godfrey-Smith 2009). In

particular, in line with (NS) laid out earlier, one should expect a ‘conservative’

solution to an adaptive problem (i.e. trait MC) to evolve if and only if

w(FiÞ[ w0ðFjÞ; for some Fi and all Fj in F; ð1Þ

and a ‘radical’ solution (i.e. trait MR) to evolve if and only if

w0ðFiÞ[ wðFjÞ; for some Fi and all Fj in F; ð2Þ

where w(x) is the fitness of trait x in the unchanged environment, and w0(x) is the

fitness of trait x after it has been altered by MR (Odling-Smee et al. 2003, 41–42,

236).14

In other words, on this reading, one should expect a population of organisms to

pursue a ‘conservative’ solution (i.e. trait MC to spread in the population) if it is

better (in fitness terms) to leave the fitnesses of the Fk untouched and not engaging

in—potentially costly—niche construction. Conversely, one would expect a

population of organisms to purse a ‘radical’ solution (i.e. trait MR to spread in

the population) if it is better (in fitness terms) to change the fitness values of the Fk

and engaging in—potentially costly—niche construction (Odling-Smee et al. 2003,

301–302). For example, if a type of organism can achieve a higher fitness by

remaining susceptible to environmental temperature fluctuations and taking certain

steps to dampen these fluctuations (as compared both to remaining susceptible to

environmental temperature fluctuations in an environment with temperature

fluctuations and to changing internally so as to become more temperature

fluctuation resistant), we would expect that the relevant activities of environmental

temperature smoothing—such as tunnel building—will spread in the population

(Odling-Smee et al. 2003, 41–42, 65, 116).15

14 Note that, technically, (1) and (2) would need to quantify over all the available ways of changing the

environment [i.e. over all the different available ways of changing w (x) into some different w0(x)]. For

simplicity, I have left this out here. Note also that the situation here could also be captured by thinking of

a matrix where the columns list all of the relevant traits, and the rows the different available fitness

assignments to these traits, with the first row containing the current, unchanged fitness values. Then a

conservative solution would consist of cases where the maximal value in this matrix is in the first row,

and a radical solution in cases where the maximal value is in a row other than the first one. Finally,

defining the fitnesses of MR and MC themselves is a little tricky, but a natural way of doing so would be

by setting w(MC) = max {w(Fi)} and w(MR) = max {w0(Fi)}.
15 There is an alternative way of conceptualizing niche construction (Dawkins 1982, chaps. 11–13;

Odling-Smee et al. 2003, 30, 131–132, 191–192). On this alternative interpretation, one would make a

distinction among the elements of F, with some being organism-focused (the Fk
O), and some environment-

focused (the Fk
E). Given this, one should expect an organism-focused solution to an adaptive problem to

evolve if and only if w(Fi
O) [ w(Fj

E), for some i and all j, and an environment-focused solution to evolve

if and only if w(Fi
E) [ w(Fj

O), for some i and all j [where w(x) is again the fitness of trait x]. However, for

present purposes, this reading of niche construction is less useful than the one in the text; this is so for two

reasons. Firstly, the interpretation in the text seems to be more in line with the main idea behind niche

constructionism—namely, that the activities of organisms are both effects and causes of evolutionary

processes (Lewontin 1982; Odling-Smee et al. 2003, 48, 112–113, 240; Sterelny 2005; Laland

et al. 2005; Sterelny 2003, 148–149). Secondly, it is especially the interpretation in the text that is useful

for clarifying the contrast to the phenomenon of adaptive preferences.
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In short: one of the key elements of the niche constructionist approach is the

claim that niche constructors can change the evolutionary process itself—they can

affect the fitnesses of various traits (of their own or of other organisms) (Odling-

Smee et al. 2003). Now, for present purposes, the key point to note concerning this

claim is that, purely theoretically, it is entirely uncontroversial: given Eqs. (1) and

(2), there is no reason intrinsic to evolutionary theory to think that niche

construction—the evolution of ‘radical’ solutions to adaptive problems—will be

any less important than the evolution of ‘conservative’ solutions (Odling-Smee

1988; Odling-Smee et al. 2003, chaps. 2 and 3; Sterelny 2003, 2005; Laland and

Sterelny 2006). Of course, it might be that there are empirical reasons for why (1) is

more often satisfied than (2); however, this will then be a contingent fact about the

world, and not a principled matter of evolutionary theory. (Also, so far, no clear

candidates for these empirical reasons have been found—in fact, the opposite is

more likely to be true; see e.g. Odling-Smee et al. 2003, chap. 2). Hence, at least on

the face of it, recent work in evolutionary ecology is right to stress the importance of

‘niche construction’: none of the ways of achieving a high organism/environment fit

is suspect—as far as evolution by natural selection is concerned, the truth of Eq. (2)

is just as unproblematic as that of (1). This is an important point to keep in mind for

what follows below.

Adaptive preferences and utility maximization

From the point of view of standard economic theory, the broad outline of the way in

which an agent solves a decision problem is as follows. The agent has certain views

about what it would be good for the world to be like—i.e. she has certain desires—

and she has certain views about what the world is like—i.e. she has certain beliefs.

Her task then is to create as good a match as possible between what the world is like

and what she wants it to be like, using the tools she believes are available to her

(Jeffrey 1983; Nichols and Stich 2003; Hausman 2012).

In slightly more detail, according to the major theories of choice used in

economics, it is assumed that (a) an agent has a set of preferences over what the

world should be like (and which comprise both cognitive and conative compo-

nents—see Hausman 2012); (b) these preferences satisfy a number of axioms (such

as transitivity, completeness, etc.), (c) she acts on the basis of these preferences

(Hausman 2012). According to the representation theorems of the theories of

choice, it is then the case that the agent’s actions can be seen as those that maximize

her (expected) utilities (Savage 1954; Luce and Raiffa 1957; Joyce 1999).16 In this

way, standard economic theory sees agency as based on equation (EA) laid out

16 Note that there are three main ways of understanding the major theories of choice in economics

(Hausman 2012; Schulz 2011; Ross 2005): firstly, we could see the theories as providing a (possibly

idealized) description of the agent’s actual decision making processes; secondly, we could see them as

predictive tools for an agent’s choices without descriptive intent as far as her actual psychology is

concerned; finally, we could see them as providing a standard of rationality that choices or decisions have

to satisfy. For present purposes, though, it is not necessary to single out a particular interpretation of these

theories, so I shall formulate the argument of the paper in a way that remains neutral on this issue.
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earlier: agents do what they most prefer, and this is equivalent to them maximizing

their (expected) utilities.17

Importantly, from the point of view of standard economic theory, it is also

envisioned that the agent solves a decision problem by picking actions: she chooses

that action from the set of available ones that leads to outcomes most in line with her

preferences. In other words, standard economic theory claims that the agent aims to

make the world turn out most like she wants it to turn out. For example, if an agent

contemplates buying a new car using her accumulated savings, standard economic

theory says that she will choose that car and savings bundle that is highest in her

preference ranking (Savage 1954; Hausman 2012).

In principle, however, this is not the only way for the agent to achieve a high

degree of preference satisfaction: it would seem equally possible for her to simply

change her preferences so that they match whatever the world happens to be like.

For example, the agent could also make herself prefer keeping her current car and

all of her savings to buying a new car and spending some of these savings—that

way, she would also end up in a state where the world is the way she wants it to

be.18 Scenarios of this type have become known as being based on ‘adaptive

preferences’ (Elster 1983; Bovens 1992; Rickard 1995; Nussbaum 2000; Zimmer-

man 2003; Bruckner 2009; Hill 2009): they are situations in which agents change

their wants to make them fit to whatever the state of the world happens to be, rather

than change the state of the world to make it fit to their wants.19

Importantly, however, while both of these ways of achieving high desire

satisfaction lead to an agent’s desires and the state of the world being in agreement,

for many philosophers (and some economists), these two ways should not be seen to

be theoretically on a par (Elster 1983; Bovens 1992; Sen 1995; Nussbaum 2000;

Zimmerman 2003; Bruckner 2009). In fact, according to many scholars, only the

first (world-based) way of achieving desire satisfaction is in line with economic

theory; adaptive preferences are generally not even considered to be within the

17 This glosses over some contentious issues in economics—e.g. about the need for maximization (as

opposed to merely satisficing); for more on this, see e.g. Gigerenzer and Selten (2001). For present

purposes, though, I restrict myself to considering the standard framework. See also note 10 above.
18 More realistic instances of this sort of phenomenon include the fact that, in certain circumstances,

oppressed people (e.g. women) seem to come to prefer a position of little political and social freedoms;

equally, it appears that many consumers come to prefer whatever product they happen to own (Sen 1995;

Nussbaum 2000; Kahneman et al. 1991). Apart from this, there is also much discussion in the medical

literature about the fact that patients often seem to change the standards by which they assess their

personal situation as that situation changes (a phenomenon known as ‘response shift’): see e.g. Sprangers

and Schwartz (1999).
19 A related class of phenomena concerns cases of so-called ‘sour grapes’ (Elster 1983; Bovens 1992;

Rickard 1995; Hill 2009): situations where agents change the way they think about the world to achieve a

higher degree of desire satisfaction (the name refers to La Fontain’s fable, in which a fox learns that some

grapes he thinks look tasty are hanging too high for him to reach; he then changes his mind and claims

that the grapes are—or at least look—sour). This case is different from that of adaptive preferences, in

that ‘sour grapes’ involve changes in an agent’s beliefs (or perceptions) rather than changes in her desires.

In general, cases of ‘sour grapes’ raise different issues from the ones that are being discussed here

(Zimmerman 2003; Bruckner 2009; Hill 2009).
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purview of the latter (Nussbaum 2000; Sen 1985, 1995).20 What is less clear,

though, is exactly why that is so—what, according to standard economic theory,

makes accepting the state of the world and adjusting one’s preferences to make

them a better fit to that state so different from accepting one’s preferences and

making the state of the world a better fit to them?

To answer this question, it is useful to reconsider the case of adaptive preferences

in the same framework that was employed earlier to describe cases of niche

construction. Assume that an agent can do various actions Ak out of a set of actions

A. Assume also that the agent has some preference ordering over these different Ak.

Finally, assume that the agent can pursue two kinds of meta-strategies: she can leave

her preference structure as it is (the ‘conservative’ strategy MC), or she can change

that preference structure in a given set of ways (the ‘radical’ strategy MR).21 Given

this, it seems that, according to (EA), it follows that we should expect MC to be

chosen if and only if

uðAiÞ[ u0ðAjÞ; for some Ai and all Aj in A; ð3Þ

and MR to be chosen if and only if

u0ðAiÞ[ uðAjÞ; for some Ai and all Aj in A; ð4Þ

where u(x) is the agent’s utility assignment to action x before any possible changes

in her preference structure, and u0(x) is the utility assignment to action x after it has

been changed by MR.22 In other words, it seems that, in analogy with niche con-

struction in evolutionary biology, it should be an upshot of the standard economic

theories of choice that agents change their desires in certain ways (or at least act as

if they did so) if that will lead to a higher degree of desire satisfaction, all things

considered, than sticking to the desires they have and trying to find a way to make

the world match them—and vice versa.

However, there is reason to think that this is in fact false: the standard economic

theories of choice do not allow the derivation of (3) and (4) as suggested above. This

is because, given how utilities enter into these theories, neither (3) nor (4) are

meaningful within these theories at all. A fortiori, therefore, as they stand, these

20 The existence of adaptive preferences is sometimes also seen as a moral issue—in particular, it might

be claimed that the existence of adaptive preferences is one of the prime reasons why social policy should

not (just) take an individual’s preferences into account (Sen 1985, 1995; Nussbaum 2000, 2001; McKerlie

2007; Bykvist 2010; Hausman 2012). However, discussing this further is not necessary for present

purposes.
21 Note that there is no clear analogue here to the organism-focused/environment-focused distinction

mentioned in note 15: in economics, the actions an agent can do are not normally analyzed in a way that

would make it possible to draw this distinction.
22 As before, Eqs. (3) and (4) should also quantify over the different feasible ways of changing an agent’s

preference structure; also as before, I shall leave this aside for simplicity. Note also that it need not be the

case that all ways of changing the utility function are equally feasible: changing one’s preferences may be

difficult—e.g. in terms of time, concentration, and attention—so that only a few serious options actually

exist at most times. Finally, as before, there is a matrix-based alternative way of conceiving this situation.

See also note 14.
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equations—and thus the adaptive preferences that they model—cannot be derived

from these theories.23

To see this, note that, within the standard economic theories of choice, utilities do

not attach to actions outside of a specific evaluative structure: they are extremely

weakly cardinal—or even merely ordinal—representations of a given preference

profile, and there is no theory-inherent reason for using the same utility-scaling for

different preference profiles. For this reason, utilities are not comparable across

different preference structures: the different structures can be given very different

kinds of utility representations. For example, in von Neumann–Morgenstern

expected utility theory—probably the most common theory of choice used in

economics (Mas-Colell et al. 1995)—24 utility is only cardinal in first differences: if

u(x) is a function assigning utilities to the options in an agent’s preference ordering,

then all positive affine transformations of u(x) are equally acceptable utility

functions representing that same set of preferences (Luce and Raiffa 1957; Jeffrey

1983; Mas-Colell et al. 1995). Importantly, while this weak cardinality thus puts

some slight limitations on the number of utility functions allowed to represent any

given preference structure, it does not alter the fact that the number of possible

utility functions is still so large as to make the comparison of utility values across

different preference structures meaningless (the only thing that is comparable are

ratios of utility differences). In particular, the utility functions used to represent

different preference structures can still involve drastically different scalings and

thus fail to provide any kind of basis on which to make comparison of utility values

across preference structures.25

23 See Welsch (2005) and Hill (2009) for related accounts. Note, though, that Welsch’s (2005) model

concerns a case in which an agent changes the weights attached to various goals she pursues while

keeping fixed the utility she achieves from these weight/goal combinations—which is slightly different

from how the issues are set out here. Hill (2009) pursues a line more similar to the one suggested here,

though he also does not draw out quite the same implications as is done here.
24 Note also that, since circumstances of risk are ubiquitous, using a weaker theory than von Neumann–

Morgenstern expected utility theory will not generally be possible either (and, at any rate, utility would

then be even less narrowly circumscribed). I thank Don Ross for useful discussion of this point.
25 So, for example, assuming that B is the gamble of getting A with probability 0.75 and D with

probability 0.25, and C is the gamble of getting A with probability 0.25 and D with probability 0.75, then,

according to von Neumann–Morgenstern expected utility theory, it must be that, for a utility function

u(x), u(B) = 0.75u(A) ? 0.25u(D) and u(C) = 0.25u(A) ? 0.75u(D) (this is due to the fact that, in von

Neumann–Morgenstern expected utility theory, the utility of a gamble is assumed to be identical to the

expectation of the utilities of the gamble’s components). In turn, this implies that u(B) -

u(C) = 0.5[u(A) - u(D)]; importantly, this will be so for all allowed rescalings of u(x). However, we

then still cannot say anything about the absolute values of A through D across the scalings—and hence,

across preference structures. So, if an agent starts by preferring A to D [so has u(A) [ u(D) for some

utility function u(x)], and then changes her mind and starts preferring D over A [so has u0(D) [ u0(A), for

some utility function u0(x)], we know that her ranking of B and C must also flip [i.e. we know that

u(B) - u(C) [ 0[u0(B) - u0(C)]. However, importantly, we cannot say that the utility she assigns to B

before the change must be higher than the utility she assigns to C afterwards—after all, we could set

u(A) = 100, u(D) = 1, giving u(B) = 75.25 and u(C) = 25.75, and u0(D) = 1, u0(A) = 0, giving

u0(B) = 0.25 and u0(C) = 0.75. The only statements we can make here concern ratios of utility

differences like this one: [u(B) - u(C)]/[u(A) - u(D)] = [u0(B) - u0(C)]/[u0(A) - u0(D)]. The latter,

though, are too weak to capture cases of adaptive preferences, as they do not compare the utility values of

the options themselves.
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Importantly, this point about the non-comparability of utilities across preference

structures holds whether these preference structures belong to different people or to

different time slices of the same person: all that matters is that there are different

preference profiles—i.e. different utility functions—26 in play in the situation in

question.27 In turn, what this implies is that the ‘radical’ strategy above yields utility

assignments that need not be comparable to their unchanged prior state: the utility

values u(x) and u0(x) on either side of (3) and (4) do not need to have the same

‘scaling’. Hence, as such, these are not statements that can be made within the

standard economic theories of choice—and they therefore cannot be seen as

straightforward consequences of these theories.

Now, of course, it is possible to add something to the standard economic theories

of choice to make the two utility functions comparable—there is nothing in these

theories that precludes this (Harsanyi 1977; Bradley 2008; Binmore 2009).28 One

possibility here is to appeal to a ‘0 to 1’ rule (Hausman 1995): the least preferred

option is given utility 0, the most preferred option utility 1, and all the rest are

equally spaced out in between. Various other suchlike proposals exist: for example,

to the extent that one has reason to think that the utility values in the particular case

in question can be seen to represent some physiological quantity—such as strengths

of pleasure or reward expectation (Schroeder 2004; Glimcher et al. 2005; Okasha

2011)—one might be able to restrict the permissible transformations of utility to a

small set using this physiological quantity.

For present purposes, the key point to note concerning these additions to the

standard economic theories of choice is that they are differentially plausible in

different cases, and there will be some cases where no such additions are plausible

(Hausman 1995). Since different utility functions can represent different things—

moral values, physiological states, etc.—different rules for doing inter-/intraper-

sonal utility comparisons will be plausible in different circumstances.29 For

example, appealing to the ‘0 to 1’ rule might be quite plausible if the relevant

preference profiles reflect an overall similarity in how many degrees of goodness

26 In principle, differences in preference profiles could also stem from differences in beliefs; however, as

made clear in note 19 above, this case raises different issues from the ones at stake here, and thus will not

be further considered.
27 The extent to which interpersonal comparisons of utility are similar to intrapersonal comparisons of

utility is somewhat controversial; for discussion, see e.g. Hammond (1991), Broome (1991), Gibbard

(1987), Griffin (1986, chap. 6); see also Binmore (2009). For present purposes, though, settling these

issues is not necessary: no one in this literature thinks that utilities are always comparable in the

intrapersonal case. This is all that matters here. For some useful recent discussions of the interpersonal

comparability of utilities, see e.g. Sen (1979), Hausman (1995), Goldman (1995), Bradley (2008), and

Binmore (2009).
28 Note, though, that the common extensions of von Neumann–Morgenstern expected utility theory

employed in practice—such as rank-dependent utility or the toleration of an agent choosing strictly

dominated options—are not sufficient to achieve the needed kind of comparability (Diecidue and Wakker

2001). This is because these extensions only affect which kinds of transformations of a given utility

function are equally acceptable as representations of a given preference ranking; however, they do not

lead to the utility values themselves becoming comparable across preference structures. I thank Don Ross

for useful discussion of this point.
29 See Hausman (2012) for a defense of the view that preferences in economics can have many different

sources. See also Ross (2005) for a related discussion.
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there are seen to be, for this justifies giving the top and bottom option the same

value in both cases. However, this assumption will not always be true: sometimes

two different agents—or one agent before and after she has changed her

preferences—can be assumed to evaluate the world so differently that what they

prefer most or least differs in conative value—hence making the ‘0 to 1’ rule less

compelling.

All of this matters for two reasons here. Firstly, it implies that economists or

philosophers need not see adaptive preferences as being theoretically unproblem-

atic. In particular, they are not forced to say that agents that change their preferences

to make them match the world are maximizing their expected utilities as laid out in

(EA)—for economic theory, as such, does not assess choices across different utility

functions.

Secondly, though, economists and philosophers need not dismiss all cases of

adaptive preferences as problematic either. In particular, they are now free to draw a

distinction between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ kinds of adaptive preference changes, where

the former are in line with economic theory—extended by principles of utility

comparability—and the latter are not. Indeed, many of the classic discussions of

adaptive preferences find a comfortable home in the present theoretical framework.

For example, Elster’s (1983) claim that adaptive preferences are only defensible if

they have been arrived at through conscious, intentional deliberation can be seen as

an attempt to spell out when it is possible to make the relevant kinds of utility

comparisons: when a preference is arrived at as the result of conscious, intentional

deliberation, then that preference is comparable to its initial state (similar remarks

can be made about other ways of justifying the defensibility of some adaptive

preferences—e.g. those of Bovens 1992; Rickard 1995; Zimmerman 2003;

Bruckner 2009).30

Apart from their inherent interest, these two conclusions concerning the

theoretical acceptability of adaptive preferences are important to note here, as they

bring out some of the key differences between the notions of fitness and utility. In

turn, these differences can be used to formulate a criterion of when fitness and utility

can be connected to each other.

Fitness and utility revisited

In order to see why simple, straightforward quasi-identifications of fitness and utility

will not work, note that there is a great difference between (1) & (2) and (3) & (4).

While the former two can be derived perfectly validly from the theoretical

framework of modern evolutionary biology, the same is not true for the latter two

and the theoretical framework of modern economics.

Interestingly, it is also not too difficult to diagnose the formal reason for this

asymmetry in what can be derived from the two theories. Fitness is normally seen as

an inherently probabilistic notion—it concerns the expected number of offspring an

30 Note the comparability of the relevant preferences does not mean that adaptive preferences must be in

line with (EA): they would only be so if they did indeed maximize utilities in the case at hand.
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organism has, maybe modulated by a function of the variance of that number

(Gillespie 1977; Brandon 1990; Sober 2000, 2001). By contrast, utility, at least in its

basic form, is not probabilistic in any way—it might combine with probabilities to

represent an agent’s preferences, but it itself is not probabilistic (Jeffrey 1983;

Hausman 2012). This fact matters here, as it accounts for why fitness values

typically can be changed and still remain comparable, while utility values typically

cannot: from the get-go, there is more structure in the former—they are inherently

less freely scalable than utility values—and hence they retain meaning even across

different fitness assignments. In what follows, I will therefore say that fitnesses are

formally richer than utilities.

Of course, this then raises the question of why utilities (at least inherently) are

given a less formally rich representation than fitnesses. Why do economists accept,

at least very often, a less strongly structured account of utility than evolutionary

biologists do of fitness? In the main, there seem to be two reasons for this.31

Firstly, there is a difference in what economists want to do with the notion of

utility as compared to what evolutionary biologists want to do with the notion of

fitness. In particular, while it is one of the main goals of evolutionary biological

analysis to determine which traits can be expected to evolve in a given time period,

economists often just want to know which strategy has the highest utility.32

Importantly, in the latter case, we do not need to know how much ‘better’ an option

is than some other option—something we definitely do need to know if it is our goal

to calculate the speed of convergence towards the relevant stable state. For this

reason, economists can be satisfied with a less constrained formal account of utility

as compared to evolutionary biologists’ account of fitness.

The second reason for why utilities have been given a less rich formal structure

than fitnesses is that it is not so clear, for every case, what the appropriate richer

structure would be for utilities (if any); equally, it is not clear that there is one

relatively rich such structure that would be plausible for all cases. This is because—

as noted earlier—utility differences can represent many different things, and it is not

clear that one and the same formally rich structure would work for all of these

different cases. So, for example, it may be that, when it is reasonable to see utilities

as representing expectations of felt pleasures, they can be scaled using a measure

with a fixed zero (e.g. the ‘rest state’ of the brain’s pleasure centers) and a fixed unit

(e.g. neurally least noticeable pleasure differences). By contrast, if utilities can be

seen to represent (a subset of) the agent’s largely stable moral concerns, a more

appropriate measure might be the 0-to-1 rule mentioned earlier. In yet other cases, it

might be completely unclear what the relevant measure is. Given this, it may well

not be possible to opt for one richer account of utility.

Note that this is different in the case of fitness. The latter always captures the

tendency or disposition of an organism to have offspring.33 To be sure: there are

31 Note that I am here not trying to uncover the historical reasons for why a relatively ‘unstructured’

account of utility was adopted. I am merely trying to argue that there is something to be said in favor of

this account (whatever historically led to its adoption).
32 Though not always: see e.g. Busemeyer and Townsend (1993).
33 The nature of fitness is controversial, with some defending a subjectivist, reductive reading of this

nature (Rosenberg 1994, 590–61). However, even these subjectivists about fitness would agree with what
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many different ‘bases’ for these dispositions, but, given that they all concern

reproductive success, it is not unreasonable to think that they can all be captured by

the same sort of formal framework. Put differently: while there might be many

different reasons for a given fitness difference in a number of organisms, what the

fitness difference represents is always the same: a difference in the propensity (or

some such) of the organism to have offspring. This, though, is not the case when it

comes to utilities, where the same utility difference can represent very different

things—e.g. differences in the expectation of felt pleasure or in the commitment to a

non-personal cause (Hausman 2012). For this reason, it is much harder to come up

with formally richer accounts of utility than it is for fitness.34

Summarizing all of this, it thus becomes clear that fitness is a formally richer

notion than utility because it is substantively narrower than the latter—it captures a

smaller set of features of the relevant organism. This is important also because this

formal richness is necessary for the work of evolutionary biologists. By contrast,

utility is substantively wider than fitness, which makes it harder to give it a formally

rich treatment. This, though, is not as problematic in economics, as, in many cases, a

formally richer notion of utility is not needed.

Of course, this does not mean that this difference in the formal richness/

substantive width of the two notions must always be relevant. It does not mean this,

as some cases of evolutionary biological and economic analysis only involve one

fitness or utility function and do not consider issues such as the speed of

convergence to the relevant optimal value. The point to be noted is just that, if we

want to appeal to a fitness–utility analogy in connecting work in evolutionary

biology and economics, we must have reason to think that, in the case in question,

comparisons across and within fitness/utility functions are either not necessary, or

that all the utility functions in question rest on features of an agent’s moral outlook,

physiology, etc. that permit the notion to have a formal richness that matches that of

fitness functions.35

In this way, we can generalize a point that has been made by others as well. In

considering the potential uses of evolutionary game theory in economics, for

example, it has sometimes been noted that this use is hampered by the fact that

utilities, unlike fitnesses, are not, in general, interpersonally comparable (Alexander

2007, 2009; Okasha 2011; Gruene-Yanoff 2011). What the above discussion shows

is that the problems for connecting evolutionary biology and economics using a

fitness–utility analogy in fact run deeper than this. It is not just that fitness is

Footnote 33 continued

follows, but would merely add that these reproductive dispositions will, eventually, be replaced with

precise statements of how many offspring each organism has. For more on fitness, see also Sober (2000,

chap. 3, 2001).
34 Note, though, that not all fitness comparisons need to be meaningful in biology either: in particular,

those across species or taxa might not be. However, the latter failure of comparability would then not be

due to the fact that there is no reason to see fitness as having the necessary probabilistic structure, but

rather due to the fact that the relevant traits are typically not part of the same evolutionary population

(Godfrey-Smith 2009; Sterelny and Griffiths 1999, chap. 12). I thank Samir Okasha and Elliott Sober for

useful discussion of this issue.
35 Another way of putting this point is that any ordinal equivalence between fitness and utility needs to

hold not just synchronically and for the same agent, but also diachronically and across agents.
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interpersonally comparable, and utility is not (in general); the real problem is that, in

general, fitness is substantively narrower—and therefore formally less freely

scalable—than utility. Because of this, connecting the two can fail even if issues of

interpersonal comparability are excluded: even if we are only looking at one agent

in isolation, we ought to be careful in applying a fitness–utility analogy.

An example based on human sexual strategies theory (Buss and Schmitt 1993;

Gangestad and Simpson 2000) might make this point clearer.36 Assume that, for one

reason or another, it turned out that it is fittest for humans to be niche constructors

with respect to their current sexual partners: in particular, assume that humans are

most well off—in fitness terms—by changing the fitness landscape in such a way as

to make staying with their current partner the most adaptive strategy (e.g. by getting

married to them), rather than leaving this fitness landscape as it is, and searching for

a higher quality partner elsewhere. Given this, what the present discussion shows is

that we should not necessarily conclude that it is also utility maximizing for human

agents to have adaptive preferences about their current sexual partner. Changing

one’s preferences so as to prefer being with one’s current partner would only be

utility maximizing in a meaningful sense if there were reason to think that the

relevant utility assignments are formally rich enough to make this kind of

comparison possible. Equally, just because it is not utility maximizing to make

oneself prefer one’s current mate (for one reason or another), it may still be fitness

maximizing—in a niche constructionist way—to at least act as if one did so.

Putting all of this together, we can condense the preceding discussion into the

following necessary and sufficient condition:

(Fitness-to-Utility) Natural selection (NS) and economic agency (EA) will

lead to the same outcomes if an only if, in the case in question, (a) the given

utility and fitness assignments are ordinally equivalent, (b) utility can be seen

to have a formal structure that is rich enough to allow for comparisons across

utility functions or only one utility/fitness function is appealed to,37 and

(c) there is no difference between global and local maximization.

Conclusion

I have tried to show that the notions of fitness and utility, despite some surface

similarities, enter their respective theories in quite different ways. In particular, the

former captures a more narrow set of features of the world, and is therefore formally

richer than the latter. For this reason, some key phenomena—such as processes of

niche construction and cases of adaptive preferences—can only be properly

analyzed if these differences between the two notions are kept firmly in view: the

formal richness (or lack thereof) of fitness and utility is an essential feature of some

36 Note that what follows is again meant to be purely illustrative. For a critical examination of Sexual

Strategies Theory, see e.g. Buller (2005) and Schulz (2010).
37 The reason for the second disjunct in (b) is that some cases require merely ordinal comparisons across

unchanged fitness or utility values. As noted earlier, these cases do not pose inherent difficulties for

connecting fitnesses and utilities.
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phenomena in evolutionary biology and economics and needs to be grasped as such

for us to be able to fully comprehend these phenomena.

Importantly, establishing this is also interesting as it provides some further

illumination of niche construction and adaptive preferences individually and in

relation to each other. In particular, we come to see that the key issue that needs to

be addressed when it comes to niche construction is empirical in nature (namely, the

frequency and nature of activities that change the fitness values of an organism’s

traits), whereas the key issue that needs to be addressed when it comes to adaptive

preferences is theoretical in nature (namely, the possibility of underwriting the

formal richness of utility functions). Moreover, we learn that, if (a)–(c) in (Fitness to

Utility) do hold, cases of niche construction and adaptive preferences can be seen to

be theoretical mirror images of each other—a surprising result in and of itself.
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